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1989 – The journey begins
Our Sun and His Family

 Artworks projected with Slide projectors

 Music Specially composed – in Chennai!

 Special effect projectors of the Zeiss machine

 Special effects created in house



The Theme

The Cosmic Journey, Life Beyond Earth, 

Eclipses, Comets, Constellations, Galileo, Celestial Fireworks

Time- the Eternal Stream

The opening should be grand – the end should be memorable

The two should be as close to each other as possible!



DDDDD

Don’t Discuss and Delay; Decide and Do

DDD

Daily Dose of Depression

Mule drivers becoming astronomers

And the converse

Supernovae were discovered by great astronomers like Galileo and Kepler

Since then we have not seen supernovae…………







Ah,but a man’s reach 

should exceed his grasp,

Or what’s a heaven for?

- Robert Browning



EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES

SEED

Science Education Early Development



SEED

SOW

Science On Weekends



SEED

SOW

Research 

Education 

Advancement 

Programme 

R E A P



He wanted to choose for his PhD 

“The influence of one BH on another in a binary”

He told me in the year 2000

“I did not choose this; if I had … my name would have been in the 

Guinness book of records………..”

As the student who took the longest duration for getting PhD from 

Maryland (or any other university)!

First ever detection of gravitational waves 

In 1965 in Maryland University!



As a graduate student I spent  several evenings, rather nights,  at the  university, 

computing , calculating,  buried in a large pile of volumes.

My only companion was another experimentalist who was trying to detect 

gravitational waves in the adjoining room!

We had a visitor at that hour; he was the security guard. He would walk in to my 

room, enquire about my  (virtual ) sweetheart and pity her. Or he would talk about 

sports, politics and the like for a few minutes, before proceeding on his rounds.

Then one fine day, we had this sensational news; the instrument had detected 

gravitational waves at mid night as anticipated by the designer!

Not one pulse but

Two pulses – one after the other; and they repeated approximately at the same hour

My friend the security guard came and sat as usual after hitting the 

long stick in his hand Dhummmmmmmmmmmm……….the first 

pulse!

After his “talk” he got up hit the long stick again just before leaving

Dhummmmmmmmm….. The second pulse!




